


Thank you Herb.

Thanks for creating this 
place.  Thanks for giving 
a handful of people an 
incubator in a barn 
10 years ago to develop 
our new company.

Most of all thanks for passing 
on your vision, your endless 
pursuit of sourcing new 
materials and designs.

Your never content mindset 
of “what’s next” will live on.

Thank you,

- Ronix



Square One Distribution Company
Phone: 1 888-RONIXCO
Phone: (425) 369-6850
RonixWake.com

We reserve the right to change details without notice 
- but you’re clairvoyant, you’ll figure it out.
Sizing is just a recommendation, 
we encourage you to try out our products first.

Photography
action & lifestyle: Chis Garrison / ChrisGarrisonPhotography.com
action & lifestyle: Bear / BryanSoderlind.com
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The
Limited B-Rad 

Gold Series

On July 6th 2014 one of our 
best friends,  and the sport’s 
greatest wakeboarders had a 

traumatic injury that has left him 
quadriplegic.  His never say 

quit attitude is still strong, 
and he has made some 

promising improvements. 

With that said -  he needs our 
help.   So we created a line with 

some of the most popular models 
and wrapped them in a gold foil 

graphic in tribute to the 2014 
Readers Poll 

# 1  Rider.

With each one of these board 
sales we will donate $150 to the 

bradsmeelefoundation.com. 

Kia Kaha

#staystrongbrad



who said
wakeboarding
had to be
hard?

how did we
do that?

The One, Bill, Space Blanket, LimeLight, and Kinetik 
Project boards ride faster, and most importantly easier, 

than any line of boards we have ever created.
 

We have seen up to a 30% increase in the 
glide of these boards.

Speedwalls
Improved Rail Design

New Sintered Base
Faster Arcs
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select
your 
ride

WAKE
BOARDS

WAKE  park
BOARDS

park
BOARDS

3 Distinct Board Styles
Based On Your Riding Style

Remember when we started Ronix? We 
vowed to have a small line of products - 
keep it tight and simple. Looking through 

this 148 page booklet makes it look like we 
were lying to you back in the day. So our 
line might have gotten a wee-bit bigger 

over the years, but more then ever we feel 
each of our boards rides in a unique way.

Find yourself looking to fly the friendly skies? These shapes were 
designed for all aspects of riding behind a boat

CODE 21 / DISTRICT / VAULT / VISION /
KRUSH /  AUGUST

SPACE BLANKET (AIR & ATR) / ONE (TIME, ATR “S” & ATR) / PARKS (AIR & ATR) / 
CODE 22 / BILL / LIMELIGHT / QTM

Created for slower speeds, more unique pressure points on rails, and the right amount of 
grip and release for air tricks. Boards designed solely for the needs of hot laps at a park.

The most advanced features for stomping a double indy tantrum off the wake, with the 
durability to session any cable park for seasons to come. No category of boards has so 

many unique ingredients packed in such a versatile ride for any condition.

KINETIK PROJECT / PRESS PLAY /
DISTRICT PARK / KIDS EL VON VIDEL SCHNOOK

everyThing you
need to know
the endless pursuit of lighter, stronger, and snappier

Every year we take a handful of products and throw them in the 
hard to find category.  Fewer retailers get them, fewer items are 

made, and a little more TLC went into the design process.

Magic Carpet
We are always sourcing new fiberglass materials trying to find that 
perfect weave that allows just enough resin to bleed thru and 
adhere to our Magic Carpet. Available on every series.

Diamond Glass
Fiberglass made in the shape of a diamond – helps transfer the 
energy of the board from the tip to the tail as a rider travels up 
the wake. Our secret concoction absorbs more energy before 
rebounding it. A lightweight diamond shaped woven construction 
offers less swing weight and increased feel on the water from the 
board. Available on Bill ATR “S”, One ATR “S”, Kinetik Project “S”, Press 
Play ATR “S, and El Von Videl Schnook.

Interwoven Fibers
A revolutionary blend of fibers.  We’ve been using fiberglass and 
carbon together in boards for years. This is the first time that carbon 
is actually woven together with the glass. The result is fibers working 
in unison, and not independently. More feedback with the water 
from a stiffer lay up. Available on Code 22, One ATR Carbon, and 
One Timebomb.

Paulownia Wood
Made from renewable trees – a cable friendly Paulownia timber 
delivering a snowboard influenced kick off the wake, and unique 
ollie and press on rails. Available on Code 22, and El Von Videl 
Schnook. 

Maple Stringer
The spinal cord of some of our boards running down the middle 
of a core. It allows the use of lighter and softer materials with 
more feedback, and less swing weight without resulting in boards 
collapsing like a traditional flex board. Available on Code 22

Arced Wood
Why has every board made in the past had a linear core 
construction? If you are laminating something vertically from tip 
to tail, all of the energy that takes place torsionally exiting the side 
profile of the board is ignored. You hit the wake from the side - not 
fully head on, having this arced parabolic Paulownia helps transfer 
this energy to the rail of the board. For the rider that wants the most 
feedback both on the water and leaving it. Available on Code 22.

Mod Pour
An ultra stiff, lightweight, super saucy core - this demanding 
alternative foam is made from our exclusive blend of atoms. The 
highest strength to weight ratio we have ever tested - setting the 
standard of the most refined recipe of foam out there. 
Available on every series with the exception of the 
Air Cores and El Von Videl Schnook.

Air Core 2
In addition to having the least amount of swing weight she packs 
a mean punch in the lively department and has more contact and 
feel for boat riding than its predecessor.  

Nu Core 
Wood is good for the kiddos and cables.  An all wood concoction 
of different blends laid up in various angles.  A true grom cable 
specific core.  Available on El Von Videl Schnook.

Intelligent Park Core 2.0
Unfortunately, we can’t really say a whole lot about it.  But if you ever 
wanted to see how much the ends of a board can bend - check 
out our new high end Kinetik Project 

Krypto Cable
Different fibers are brewed up and then woven together to make 
a stronger compound. The Krypto Cable surrounds the profile of 
the board and is fused together with our core. Combined with our 
monocoque laminated glass, this cable makes the sidewalls the 
strongest part of the board - not the weakest. Available on every 
series.

Speedwalls
Vertical poured urethane creates more top water speed and a 
durable bumper from those floating menaces. Available on 
all Ones, Spaceblankets, Bill, Kinetik Projects, Limelight and 
Quarter ’Til Midnight.

Sintered Base
The most durable non-stick base material we have ever tested on 
rails, and has increased glide speed on the water. Our exclusive 
base was formulated from a powder by heating the material in a 
sintering furnace below its melting point until the particles bond 
to one another. A higher purity compound that preserves its bond 
overtime. No obstacle is safe at cable parks with our jib friendly 
base material. Available on Air Core 2, Intelligent Core, Nu Core and 
all ATR boards.

Monocoque
A wrapped glass from the bottom to the top so the flash line is no 
longer the weak point of the board - and is now the strongest. A 
more durable construction and a torsionally stiffer ride. Available on 
an abundance of everything at the Ronix plantation.

M6 Inserts
The Euros have it figured out. A higher thread count means more 
hold at a shallower depth. So now we can go to thinner profiled 
boards with a shorter insert without sacrificing boot lock down. The 
result is boards with more feel and contact on the water. Available 
on every series.

ILLUMINATI
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wakeBOARDS PARK BOARDS
cheat sheet cheat sheet

speedwall RAILS

Space Blanket

One

Bill

Parks Kinetik Project

Press Play

District Park

Code 22/21

Camber

3-Stage

Continuous

VARIABLE RAILSVS.
Infinite Press

Pinpoint Press

Universal

“Give the customers what they want, 
and make it simple” 

- Herb O’Brien

New for this year, we have a range of 
continuous, 3-stage and camber boards 
with 1 goal - less strain on your body by 

gliding higher/easier on the water.

Not every rider wants a standard rail design from 
tip to tail.  By creating a variable rail there is a 

greater range to jump on the gas for quicker edge 
turns, or have mellower freeride turns.

Over 30% more glide speed than 
last year’s Bandwagon

A more responsive version of the Space Blanket. 
Created for a rider that likes to live on the rail.

Over 20% more glide speed to the 
previous One board.

Over 10% more glide speed to the previous 
Bill board.

A smoother arcing turn compared to the 
One board. Created for riders looking for 

that freeride feel on the water.

A board that will press whenever, or however 
you want it to vertically or torsionally.  For a 
rider that wants a board to adapt to every 
aspect of a rail. 

A more rigid design - where the board has 
a more distinct press point.  A rider has to 
rock into a press.  This construction creates 
more snap on air tricks, and explosion off 
the kicker.

A cable board that adapts to you.  Aren’t 
sure what style of cable rider you are, what 
flex you need in a board, and just want a 
well rounded universal shape/construction.
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men’s boards 101 Riding Style
WAKE/PARKWAKE PARK

Rocker

Energy

La
te

Ea
rl

y

Instant Stored

Ca
m

be
r

Every Rider Is DifferentAn easy guide for any rider to determine what 
setup is right for them based on our unique 
constructions/energy and amplitude off the 
wake from 9 varying camber/rocker lines.

So we encourage you to support your local pro shop and 
demo our latest line of goods. Enjoy the ride.

Since wakeboarding’s inception 
in 1991, there have been only 2 
choices in a rocker line.  A faster 
“continuous”, or a more vertical/
explosive 3 stage rocker line.  We 
have had slight alterations in these 
curves, but in the big scheme of 
things we have recycled the same 
2 arcs for a quarter of a century 
- until now.  You never realize how 
much you ride in the backseat of a 
wakeboard until you ride camber. 
It allows you to ride in the most 
ergonomically correct body position. 
Welcome to the revolution.

An exaggerated rocker line with a 
later arc and a higher degree provide 
a more straight up explosive pop. 
This style of rocker creates more of an 
instant explosive buck off the wake 
(combine that with our Timebomb 
core to experience everything a wake 
has to offer), for riders that go behind 
a big boat wake. Wakeboarders 
riding behind smaller wakes will still 
feel like they are getting a solid kick 
as well.

The terms 3-stage and continuous 
don’t define a boards true explosion, as 
technically most boards have countless 
stages. What does make sense is 
measuring where the main arc happens 
- if you look at a board from a side profile 
you will see 1 main arc. The location 
of this arc and its degree of angle are 
labeled for each board series, and below 
is what impact they have on a board.

While other companies are worried about flex - all we’re thinking about is 
energy. Flex doesn’t mean anything if you don’t have a reaction. From making 
the first compression molded wakeboard in ’91 to the first altered flex board 
in ’04 ’til now we have only been focused on improving the energy of a 
wakeboard. We have used countless foams, woods and honeycomb, all mixed 
with every concoction of glass and carbon we could get our hands on. Where 
does the board store energy, for how long and when does it return?

Instant energy takes place the second the tip of the board hits the wake. 
Riders like Danny and Dean want a carbon lay up board made extra stiff. 
This allows a quicker way to generate lift off the transition as the energy takes 
place sooner with a super firm snap off the wake. For riders that can handle 
the extra kick.

Made for a rider who approaches and leaves the wake the way a 
snowboarder would a kicker or a skater would an ollie. The delay in the 

energy means the rider is given more time to generate the full lift from the 
power building from the tip all the way to the tail of the board. If riders don’t 
have that snow/skate timing off the wake - no problem they will just have a 

mellower lift - a construction that won’t kick your arse.

Late or Early Arc - This has to do with 
where the transition of the rocker line 
happens relative to the center of board. 
If it happens closer to the center – early 
arc.  Closer to the tip/tail - late arc.

Rocker Degree
We measure the degree of every rocker line 
relative to a flat surface.  So a higher degree has 
more arc angle, less degree has a smoother 
mellower arc angle. See board specs for details.

Space Blanket
aircore 2

Space Blanket
atr

Parks
aircore 2

Code 22
intelligent

One
timebomb

One
atr carbon

Kinetik Project
intelligent park 2.0

Kinetik Project
atr “s”

District District Park

Bill
atr “s”

Vault

Press Play
atr “s”

One
atr “s”

Code 21
modello

Parks
atr

An earlier arc with a mellower 
degree will have a smoother, more 
consistent glide up the wake. A rider 
will be able to carry more speed up 
the transition and land tricks further 
out into the flats. Not quite the 
straight up snap of its counterpart, 
but a rider will have a faster, more 
predictable, effortless take off.
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AIRCORE 2 intelligent wake

TIMEBOMBintelligent PARK

M6 Hardware

M6 Hardware

M6 Hardware

M6 Hardware

AirCore 2 Foam

AirCore Foam

AirCore Foam

Interwoven Fibers

Interwoven Fibers

Mod Pour Foam

Diamond Glass

Secret Sauce

Sintered Base

Sintered Base

Sintered Base

Mod Pour Foam

Mod Pour Foam

Sintered Base

Krypto Cable

Krypto Cable

Krypto Cable

Krypto Cable

Magic Carpet

Magic Carpet

Magic Carpet

Magic Carpet

Monocoque

Monocoque

Monocoque

Speedwalls
Monocoque

Speedwalls

Space Blanket / Parks Code 22

OneKinetik Project

More Feedback 
And Communication

Most Explosive Core

 Our Lightest Core

Add An Extra
Press On Rails

Speedwalls
Space Blanket only

017016



atr carbon atr S

Secret flexATR

One One / Bill / Kinetik Project / Press Play

LimeLight, Quarter ’Til Midnight, KrushSpace Blanket / Parks

M6 Hardware

M6 Hardware

M6 Hardware M6 Hardware

Mod Pour Foam

Mod Pour Foam

Interwoven Fibers
Diamond Glass

Sintered Base
Sintered Base

Sintered Base Sintered Base

Speedwalls

Speedwalls

Krypto Cable
Krypto Cable

Krypto Cable

Krypto Cable

Speedwalls

Speedwalls
LimeLight, QTM only

One, Bill, Kinetik Project only

Space Blanket only

LimeLight, QTM only

Mod Pour Foam Mod Pour Foam

Secret Flex

Magic Carpet

Magic Carpet

Magic Carpet
Magic Carpet

Monocoque

Monocoque

Monocoque Monocoque

More Feel On Rails And 
Stored Energy Off The Wake

A Women’s 
Specific Layup

1/2 Way Between Time Bomb 
And “S” Construction

The Foundation Of 
A Durable Ride
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RECOMMENDED
BOOT

06x16 Ronix W
ake

KEY FEATURES
 + Camber
 + Speedwalls
 + G&R Channels
 + 4 Alloy 1.0” Ramp Fins & .8” 

Fiberglass Free Agent Fins
 + Erik Ruck & Shota Tezuka Pro Model

Air Core Construction//
The lightest core we have ever created for the rider that 
wants holeshot response out of a turn, and the least 
amount of swing weight in the air.  

ATR Construction//
A bulletproof layup process complete with 8 different fins to 
fine tune your boat or cable riding needs.

RECOMMENDED
BOOT

Space Blanket Board//
A new next generation line of camber boards with one goal - increased glide speed.  The Space 
Blanket has over 20% less resistance with the water and increased glide speed than last year’s 
Bandwagon - proving that there is nothing slow about camber.  For a rider that wants all of the benefits 
of that unique neutrally balanced camber riding style and the stability of a big board, that rides small - 
without comprising speed and resistance with the water.

ILLUMINATI
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06x16 Ronix W
ake

RECOMMENDED
BOOT

Timebomb Construction//
The most explosive core we make – every jump 
feels like a double up.

ATR Carbon Construction//
A construction that bridges the gap between 
holeshot response, explosiveness and stability.

ATR “S” Construction//
A stored energy construction where the snap 
comes from the tail – not the tip.  Also one 
of our best performing cable boards with its 
durable Speedwall profile.

RECOMMENDED
BOOT

KEY FEATURES
 + 3-Stage Rocker
 + Speedwalls
 + Deeper Side Vents
 + 4 Fiberglass 1.0” Ramp Fins 

& .8” Free Agent Fins
 + Danny Harf Pro Model

One Board//
For the past 16 years, nobody has defined the progression of a classic 3 stage rocker more than Danny 
Harf and his signature series.  His latest bestseller takes an explosive snap and adds Speedwalls – 
having less resistance with the water means less strain on your body, longer boat or cable sessions with 
this increased top water speed.  Available in 3 unique constructions…

RECOMMENDED
BOOT

ILLUMINATI

ILLUMINATI
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06x16 Ronix W
ake

RECOMMENDED
BOOT

KEY FEATURES
 + Speedwalls
 + G&R Technology
 + Thin Profile Shape
 + 4 Fiberglass 1.0” and .8” fins

Bill Board//
The only continuous rocker shape in our range created for faster/smoother takes offs, and longer rope 
lengths in mind.  Now comes with 1 new ingredient - Speedwalls.  The board with the least amount of 
resistance in our range - now has even less strain on your body.  Extend your boat or cable session with 
this all around high glide speed new shape.

ATR “S” Construction//
A diamond configuration glass layup that offers a 
softer tip/tail for more feel on rails while still keeping a 
conventional layup in the belly.  Also offering a stored 
energy feel behind the boat where the power drives thru 
the tail of the board creating more of a snowboard style 
take off the wake. 

027026



06x16 Ronix W
ake

KEY FEATURES
 + Camber
 + Sharp Rail/Soft Bevel
 + Increased Sidecut
 + 4 Alloy 1.0” Ramp Fins & .8” 

Fiberglass Free Agent Fins
 + Parks Bonifay Pro Model

Parks Board//
Thought you knew everything a wakeboard could do? Camber is the biggest development in riding 
since Herb O’Brien made the first fiberglass layup. Camber naturally puts you in more of a neutrally 
balanced weight distribution - allowing you to drive off the wake with both legs in a more ergonomically 
balanced body position.  This is the hard charging alternative to our other camber series - The Space 
Blanket - for a rider that wants instant board response.

RECOMMENDED
BOOT

RECOMMENDED
BOOT

Air Core Construction//
The lightest core we have ever created for the rider that 
wants holeshot response out of a turn, and the least 
amount of swing weight in the air.

ATR Construction//
A bulletproof layup complete with 8 different fins to fine tune 
your boat or cable riding needs.

ILLUMINATI
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06x16 Ronix W
ake

KEY FEATURES
 + 3-Stage Rocker
 + Sharp Rail/Soft Bevel
 + 4 Fiberglass 1.0” Ramp Fins  

& *.8” Fiberglass Free Agent Fins
      *Only on Code 22

 + Dean Smith Pro Model

Code 22/21 Board//
A freeride turning aquatic device, mixed with our most explosive 3 stage snap. The Code 22 has a 
slightly more aggressive kick to its 3-stage colleague, the One board. Created for the rider looking for 
mellow smooth arcing turns and a supercharged boot off the wake.  Now you don’t have to ride behind 
a big wake to get the hang time you are looking for. 

RECOMMENDED
BOOT

RECOMMENDED
BOOT

Code 22 - Intelligent Construction//
The smartest core of them all delivering more feedback into 
the rider. A board that always knows where you are, and 
can predict where you want to go.

Code 21 - Modello Construction//
A stripped down version of our other cores.  Designed 
for the rider that wants a high-end board at our most 
affordable value.

ILLUMINATI
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RECOMMENDED
BOOT

KEY FEATURES
 + 3 Stage Rocker
 + Thinner, Sharper Toeside Rail
 + Fuller, Vertical Heelside Rail
 + 2 Fiberglass 1.7” Hook Fins

Vault Board//
A hot off the press new shape with a thinner profile for reduced swing weight in the air, and more 
contact/feel with the water.  Along with a new rockerline that naturally puts you underneath the 
board in a more centered position.  The innovative new Vault recognizes that your body is crossed 
up riding toeside, and more inline heelside, and every design aspect of this board takes this into 
consideration for the proper building block of wakeboarding.

128 TOP 134, 139, 144 TOP

06x16 Ronix W
ake

RECOMMENDED
BOOT

KEY FEATURES
 + Versatile Rockerline
 + Created For The Everyday Rider
 + G&R Technology 
 + Concave Bottom
 + Variable Rail
 + 4 Fiberglass 1.0” Ramp Fins

District Board//
A board with a rare trait of adapting to your style of riding. Now you can ride without stereotypes 
with this legendary all-purpose shape, smooth/low maintenance turns to wide open high speed 
cuts.  With our second generation District - feel even more confident this unique shape is ready to 
jump on the gas or hit the brake when you are.

033032
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06x16 Ronix W
ake

KEY FEATURES
 + Infinite Flex
 + Increased Rocker
 + Speedwalls
 + G&R Technology 
 + Dominik Hernler Pro Model

Kinetik Project Board//
The cable kingpin delivering the ultimate in board feel and top water speed.  Offering greater 
durability and reduced friction on the water with our signature Speedwalls.  A board that has Infinite 
Flex from tip to tail and rail to rail.  Designed for a rider that wants the most amount of unique 
pressure points on rails.

RECOMMENDED
BOOT

RECOMMENDED
BOOT

Intelligent Park Core 2.0 Construction//
Who said a wakeboard had to be made out of traditional 
foam or wood? A new special sauce ingredient that is softer 
than anything we have ever tested.  For the rider that wants 
to have the most in feel and feedback at a park.

ATR “S” Construction//
A diamond configuration glass layup that offers a softer tip/
tail for more feel on rails while still keeping a conventional 
layup in the belly. This version has a Triaxial glass in the 
center creating a leverage pivot point in the center for this 
otherwise soft layup.

ILLUMINATI
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RECOMMENDED
BOOT

KEY FEATURES
 + Versatile Rockerline
 + Created For The Everyday Rider
 + G&R Technology 
 + Concave Bottom
 + Variable Rail
 + 4 Fiberglass 1.0” Ramp Fins & .8” 

Fiberglass Free Agent Fins

District Park Board//
The most adaptive riding style aquatic park series ever conceived from our private cable lake 
incubator. Much like its boat counterpart, this District is designed for any level, style, or speed at a 
cable. Compared to the rest of our cable boards, the wide profile District Park has a bigger sweet 
spot for added stability on and off synthetic concoctions. For the rider that just wants a great 
universal cable board designed for all aspects of park riding.

06x16 Ronix W
ake

RECOMMENDED
BOOT

KEY FEATURES
 + Rocker Flex
 + G&R Technology 
 + Concave Bottom

Press Play Board//
This new high end cable shredder proves that not every aspect of a cable board has to be soft.  Our 
new shape has a pinpoint flex along the rocker line with a thicker/stiffer belly, then transitioning to a 
super thin profiled/soft tip/tail.  Some riders want to be able to rock into a press with a bigger pivot point 
underneath their feet and having a localized flex point in the end of the board.  This style of board will 
also works better for air tricks, and more snap off the kicker.

ATR “S” Construction//
ATR “S” Construction - A diamond configuration glass 
layup that offers a softer tip/tail for more feel on rails while 
still keeping a conventional layup in the belly.

134
BASE

138
BASE

143
BASE

039038



06x16 Ronix W
ake

RECOMMENDED
BOOT

KEY FEATURES
 + Continuous Rocker
 + Secret Flex
 + Speedwalls
 + G&R Technology 
 + 4 Alloy 1.0” Ramp Fins   

& .6” Fiberglass Free Agent Fins
 + Julia Rick Pro Model

Quarter ‘Til Midnight Board//
Touch the sky or ride the rail with our best selling wake/park crossover women’s boards.  Want 
a smooth, fast glide on the water and a predictable snap off the wake? The always consistent 
take off of the Quarter ‘til Midnight, with a longer flight in the air, and added pressure points on 
rails has made it popular with first time shredders all the way up to our pro team.  It’s time to see 
how far wakeboards have evolved with this new shape featuring speedwalls.

RECOMMENDED
BOOT

KEY FEATURES
 + Camber
 + Speedwalls
 + G&R Channels
 + 4 Fiberglass 1.0” Ramp Fins & 

.6” Fiberglass Free Agent Fins
 + Dallas Friday Pro Model

LimeLight Board//
What would happen if we took our 2 hottest features and threw them in a blender? The 
combination of camber and the speedwalls of our One board created the Limelight by Dallas 
Friday. Our most advanced boat riding board to date.  Now a rider drives off the wake using 
both legs, with a more powerful but centered snap. A growing trend is going towards faster 
boards - this revolutionary Limelight also rides higher on the water than any girl’s board we have 
ever tested so you don’t have to create an unneeded exaggerated angle to get lift.

RECOMMENDED
BOOT

KEY FEATURES
 + 3 Stage Rocker
 + Secret Flex
 + Thinner, Sharper Toeside Rail
 + Fuller, Vertical Heelside Rail
 + 2 Fiberglass 1.7” Hook Fins

Krush Board//
A hot off the press new shape with a thinner profile for reduced swing weight in the air, 
and more contact/feel with the water.  Along with a new rockerline that naturally puts you 
underneath the board in a more centered position.  The innovative new Krush recognizes that 
your body is crossed up riding toeside, and more inline heelside, and every design aspect of 
this board takes this into consideration for the proper building block of wakeboarding.

women’s 
specific
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A footwear breakthrough in fit, function, and interchange.  
One of our most extensive R&D undertakings ever has translated into a superior boot platform in every respect.

The Original Custom Boot

FeetBelts**

Rad Foam

13% More Baseless

Stitching
Reinforced

Lining

Dual Injected
Toe Cap

Double Lasted
Liner and Shell

Heat Moldable
Intuition+ Foam

Ballistic Nylon

New Cord Lock

Premolded Tongue
Support

Perforated Foam*

Code 55 / One / Parks / Frank / Kinetik

The original double lasted 
custom moldable construction 
wrapped in our Brainframe 
hardware, delivers a fit like no 
other.  Resetting the bar again 
as the most comfortable 
boots out there. With localized 
support and a customizable 
interchange these boots can 
be tailored to your preferred 
riding style.

*One / Parks / Frank       **Except Frank

SKELETON
•Adapts to the shape of the foot and lower leg, creating a whole 

a new level of fit. An unfiltered line of communication between 
rider and board.

•Secures the foot from the bottom up allowing a more uniform fit 
and flex in the upper, also adapting to a wider range of widths.

•Instant energy transfer from the laces into the board inserts, 
reduces rider fatigue and energy loss.

•More accurate shaping than traditional boot forming methods. 
Precision fit by robots.

•Accentuated heel pocket curvature built in to improve heel lock 
and expand around the rider’s foot/leg shape.

•Centers foot  over the top of the baseplate. Solid medial/lateral 
lower foot support for those big landings.

•Limits distortion in the upper and breakdown over time.
•Eliminates much of the stitching and lamination processes 

needed for traditional boot construction.

baseplate

washers

•Plate is allowed to be much more rigid because no stitching is 
required, which enables us to inject much harder/stiffer material.  
Deflection of plate is reduced 60% over traditional boots in the 
heel/toe direction.

•More lateral flex across the base, allowing the board to flex 
naturally across the foot from side to side.

•Performance and colorway can be modified. Lightweight version 
on Code, One, Parks, and Frank.

•13% more baseless footbed surface than our original design.  
More foam surface, more contact, more feel.

•3 times more adjustable fore/aft.
•Die cast parts ensure a solid connection between the boot 

assembly and the bolts in the board.

lock beams

gasket

•Hardened aircraft grade aluminum.
•Create more heel and toe response with the “U” shaped structure 

running parallel to the foot.
•As load increases on the upper, these beams promote more 

interlock between the skeleton and baseplate.

•Cambered shape adds pressure to the heel and toe areas, which 
preloads the plate as it is mounted to the board, ultimately 
reducing plate flex.

•Dampens vibration under foot.
•Protects the deck from scratching. 
•Updated interlock with baseplate.

INTUITION

AVAILABLE ON

Code 55 / Parks / One / Kinetik 
Frank / Preston / LimeLight

Brainframe Technologies
Our latest hardware platform delivers instant response and redefines 
high end boot fit.

Baseless Hardware
Time tested, rider approved. Our original low profile design delivers 
superior board control on an ultra-lightweight foundation - often
imitated never duplicated.

Double Lasted
Built on our Perfect Lasts, this is the basis for our unbelievable fit.  This 
process has been constantly refined over the years to guarantee 
the best fitting boots on the water. Our low profile and compact lasts 
eliminate excess material and deliver optimal energy transfer between 
boot and board.

Feetbelts
Pulls your foot back into the pocket.  Please fasten your feetbelts and 
enjoy the ride.  Offers the ultimate heel hold.

Rad Foam
Molded in under your feet to stand up to those big landings.  
The shock dampening is sooooo rad.

Double Stuff Footbed
Hard on the outside, soft on the inside, an underfoot combination 
rivaling milk and cookies. The double stuff footbed allows your foot to 
naturally cant inward without dictating a specific cant angle.

Eco Innovations
We eliminated the use of PVC solvents which are potentially hazardous 
to the surroundings and human health. Instead, we use more costly, 
higher quality materials that are more sustainable and easier on the 
environment.

Ballistic Nylon
The best wear resistance of any material we have ever produced. 
Applied on the tongue to prevent the laces from cutting and long term 
abrasion.

everyThing you
need to know

YOUR GLOSSARY OF TERMS SO YOU 
KNOW WHAT YOU’RE TALKING ABOUT

Footbed Feel #3
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mobility

form fit
kinetik & code 55 liner

double stuff
footbed

double stuff
footbed

double stuff
footbed

One liner frank liner parks liner

Code 55

Firm/Responsive

Intuition+ // Asymmetrical Flex Intuition+ // Asymmetrical Flex Intuition+ // Symmetrical Flex Intuition+ // Asymmetrical Flex

Soft/Mobile

Kinetik One One Frank Parks Parks

Firm density liner drives the most energy from a rider into the deck.  
Responsiveness on rails and stability on big landings are enhanced 
with a nylon injected support panel over the lateral ankle and lower 
leg.  Instantaneous communication and the utmost control.

Medium density liner blends mobility and precision board control in a 
high top cut support.  Perforated front end improves feel and comfort, 
while the non-perforated heel area promotes supportive response. 
Balanced performance behind the boat or at the park.

Wishbone back liner support delivers great fit and well-rounded board 
control.  Perforated heel and front end make these some of the most 
comfortable boots we have ever made straight out of the box without the 
break-in period.

Soft density low ankle cut liner support offers the most board feel and 
flexibility.  Perforation on heel and front end increase comfort and contact 
with the hardware. Mobility for your freeride.

Custom Fit

firm firm firm

soft soft soft

Custom Fit

047046
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flex flex

flex flex
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mobility

form fit
Preston

Firm/Responsive Soft/Mobile

Universal Fit

LimeLight Network Halo Cocktail District
Divide/Luxe Vision/August

stage 3 stage 3 stage 2 stage 1

Stitching 
Reinforced 

Lining
Stitching 

Reinforced 
Lining

Stitching 
Reinforced 

Lining

Stitching 
Reinforced 

Lining

Linerless
Construction

Linerless
Construction

Perforated
Foam

Built In J-Bars Built In J-Bars Built In J-Bars Built In J-Bars13% More Baseless The Original BaselessThe Original Baseless The Original BaselessBase Stabilizer Foam

Dual Injected Toe Cap

High Memory
Stage 2 Foam

Ultra Light
Stage 1 FoamSingle Lasted

Exclusive Stage 3 Liner

Exclusive Stage 3 Liner

3D Molded Tongue 3D Molded Tongue 3D Molded Tongue Low Friction Eyelets

New Cord Lock

High Abrasion
Resistant Tongue

High Abrasion
Resistant Tongue High Abrasion

Resistant Tongue
Comfort Fit
Universal Tongue

Custom Fit

049048



THE PERFECT LAST
EXCLUSIVE SUPERIOR STRUCTURE

DOUBLE LASTED

INNER LAST

FACTORY LASTED 
BOOT

IN STORE 
MOLDING

CUSTOM FIT
TO YOUR FEET

HEAT MOLDED 
HAPPINESS

OUTER LAST

Ronix intuition foams

other foams

The foundations of a good fitting boot aren’t cables, retractable backs, Velcro, ratchets, buckles, or other gadgets and 
gizmos. The technical “selling features” of our boots aren’t even visible. Hidden behind our heat formed liners is the key to 
the right amount of forward lean, toe ramp, and proper fit between the liner and shell. Every year we tweak our Perfect Last, 
adding a little more here, and taking some out there with a guarantee you’ll feel the difference. Just try them on - that’s all 
we ask. Featuring the only true heat formed molded liners. 

The most intelligent custom liners in the world come coupled with our boots. Our “+” formula was developed 
with Intuition to offer our renowned custom fit with more cush and less pack out.

Lightweight, preformed, heat moldable Intuition liners just fit better right out of the box and custom form unlike 
any other type of supposed “moldable” boots out there. Ronix exclusive Intuition wake liners have set the 
standard for performance driven, comfort footwear. A few minutes on the cooker at your local shop customizes 
a pair of boots to the exact shape of your foot for a lifetime. Flat foot, high arch, narrow heel, or cankles – 
whatever the dimension of your foot, our liners were made to be cranked up to 120 degrees Celsius and 
custom cooled to a rider’s hoof. Intuition foam can also be re-heated and molded more than once without 
damaging the structural integrity or quality. 

Half sizes can be accommodated with our custom fit process. The properties of Intuition foam allow the liner to 
expand and contract to the shape of your foot, allowing any pressure points or dead spots to be eliminated. 
The characteristics of this foam will accommodate any type of fit that you choose. A rider with a larger foot in 
a smaller boot will pack the foam to be thinner, yet more responsive. Likewise, a smaller foot in a bigger boot 
will allow the foam to expand more and create a softer, more forgiving boot.

A double down bet that requires no luck. We have perfected this process over the years to 
guarantee the best fitting boots on the water. Our low profile and compact lasts eliminate 
excess material and deliver optimal energy transfer between board and boot.

Building outward from our Perfect Last, the lining compounds we use are a critical component for a boot to maximize comfort, control, and 
durability. This material is your foot’s point of contact with your setup. We could settle for a cheaper alternative, but when you try a Ronix boot 
on you’ll know. Here’s the difference...

Our first unique lasting process is molding the liner around a last designed 
to the shape of an actual foot and leg. This step ensures the inside of the 
liner will have a great fit right out of the box. These are formed inside an 
actual shell to create the perfect net fit between liner and boot.

Genuine Intuition foam begins with only the highest quality raw materials. Stringent procedural controls are 
followed during manufacturing to ensure a consistently superior foam. The unique processing techniques 
employed produce a foam that has an unusually fine cell structure, which is very uniform throughout. As a 
result, tear strength, thermoforming properties of heat moldable foam (Intuition+ liners), and the pack out 
resistance (Intuition+, Stage 1, 2 and 3 liners) are dramatically improved versus traditional foam. There are 
no fillers added to these foams so we can maintain the utmost quality.

The second part of our lasting process is molding the inside of the shell. 
This creates a liner to shell coupling that eliminates any “dead space” 
or “hot spots”. After the second lasting, the previously molded liners are 
inserted into the shell and the boots are ready to ride.

A traditional EVA would normally have considerable variation in cell size. The disadvantage to this is 
that the large cells act like an overblown balloon, which weaken cell walls. This type of microstructure 
leads to collapsing or packing out. Additionally, many commonly used foams have fillers in them 
(represented by the red dots), which contribute to a weak foam. Cellular structure of this kind cannot 
create a good moldable liner due to the fact that the different cell sizes will create inconsistency in 
thermal expansion therefore making fitting unpredictable. Don’t be fooled by other’s claims of heat 
moldability and comfort. There is no substitute for the fit and function of our boots, starting with the 
superior materials that we use.

More lateral support 
guides the leg into 
an athletic position.

Medial side is more cushioned 
to allow inward roll.

Accommodates natural 
cant of the rider’s stance.

Our unique boot constructions are all crafted to deliver a specific kind of ride.  Nothing is more important to the 
response and feel on a board than the foam your are standing on.  We have focused a considerable amount of 
development on building footbeds that are catered to the functional needs of each model.  

Marshmallows on your feet. Soft 
and cush feel with a smooth 
response and pillowed comfort.

Quick on the gas for 
faster transitions and 
solid impact protection.

A Look That’s Being Imitated - A Fit That Never Will.

PROSHOP
TAILORED

soft

double stuff footbeds

footbed feel

footbed
feel

footbed
feel

1 3

firm
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06x16 Ronix W
ake

KEY FEATURES
 + Brainframe Technology
 + Intuition + Liner
 + Front End Perforated Liner
 + New Lace Lock
 + Feetbelts
 + Totally Rad Foam (Only Available On 

Optic Yellow/Anodized Azure)
 + Rad Foam (Only Available On 

Throwback White)
 + Double Stuff Footbed
 + Danny Harf Pro Model

One Boots//
A perfect blend of support and mobility for a ride at the park or a day 
behind the boat. Danny Harf’s time tested, iconic boots built on our 
Brainframe design are celebrating our 10 year anniversary. Unbelievable 
heat molded fit, lined with asymmetrical medium density support.

ILLUMINATI
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06x16 Ronix W
ake

KEY FEATURES
 + Brainframe Technology
 + Intuition + Liner
 + Fully Perforated Liner
 + New Lace Lock
 + Feetbelts
 + Totally Rad Foam (Only Available On 

Iridescent Lime)
 + Rad Foam (Only Available On Carbon)
 + Double Stuff Footbed
 + Parks Bonifay Pro Model

Parks Boot//
A technical, lightweight masterpiece, the Parks model is the archetype for space aged 
boot construction. Asymmetric low cut support allows for incredible board feel and 
unlimited mobility over your board, all dropped on our revolutionary Brainframe. For the 
rider looking to exaggerate that poke or press without sacrificing heel hold.

ILLUMINATI
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06x16 Ronix W
ake

KEY FEATURES
 + Brainframe Technology
 + Intuition + Liner
 + Reinforced Injected Liner
 + New Lace Lock
 + Feetbelts
 + Rad Foam 
 + Double Stuff Footbed
 + Dean Smith Pro Model

Code55 Boot//
Generate superior board control rocking these customizable sex machines. 
Incredible response driven by our most supportive asymmetrical liners wrapped 
in our Brainframe chassis. Maximize full potential board control whether you are 
leaning on a nose press or charging hard into the liquid kicker.

057056



06x16 Ronix W
ake

KEY FEATURES
 + Brainframe Technology
 + Intuition + Liner
 + Reinforced Injected Liner
 + New Lace Lock
 + Feetbelts
 + Totally Rad Foam 
 + Double Stuff Footbed
 + Dominik Hernler’s  

Glow In The Dark Pro Model

KEY FEATURES
 + Brainframe Technology
 + Intuition + Liner
 + Fully Perforated Liner
 + New Lace Lock
 + A Bill & Frank Masterpiece

Kinetik Boot//
The premier cable boot.  A trend at the park is to create a pivot point to where your boot has unlimited flex 
on the inside but has a more rigid outside allowing your lower leg to lock in on a press.  New for this year, we 
lined these nocturnal gems with a smooth skin liner material, making it even easier to get in and out of your 
boots day or night at the electric water wonderland.  

Frank Boot//
For the rider that demands both park and off the wake.  Built with our groundbreaking footwear technology 
- the Brainframe.  More comfortable than your smoking slippers, about as discreet as your uncle’s hunting 
boots, and will dispel any odor in the room with it’s over the top scratch & sniff pine scent.  Perforated liners 
offer insane fit and board feel with the flexibility to really poke out those grabs.  

ILLUMINATI
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06x16 Ronix W
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KEY FEATURES
 + Brainframe Technology
 + Stage 3 Liner
 + 3-D Molded Tongue
 + Built In J-Bars
 + New Lace Lock
 + Shota Tezuka Pro Model

Preston Boot//
An amazingly well rounded boot sits on top of our state of the art Brainframe hardware. Support is focused below 
the ankle to create a solid connection with hollowed ankle cutouts that allow you to move freely in any direction, 
while still feeling locked in.  Our most affordable high performance Brainframe boot.  A perforated softer liner 
creates enough side to side mobility for a well rounded riding journey.  

061060



KEY FEATURES
 + The Original Baseless Hardware
 + Stage 3 Liner
 + 3-D Molded Tongue 
 + Built In J-Bars
 + Chad Sharpe Pro Model

Network Boot//
High end support and the acclaimed Ronix fit in an open toe construction. 
The most supportive, yet still adjustable performer in our line-up built with 
our Stage 3 foam. Footwear that delivers more confidence to the rider and 
control to the board - yet still has the versatility of fitting multiple feet sizes. 
With a molded 3-D tongue and using the finest high end foam ingredients 
this open toe boot proves that you deliver performance and adjustability into 
one.  You’ll never need to roam outside of your Network again.

06x16 Ronix W
ake

KEY FEATURES
 + The Original Baseless Hardware
 + Stage 2 Liner
 + 3-D Molded Tongue
 + Built In J-Bars
 + Erik Ruck Pro Model

Cocktail Boot//
Want that classic Ronix fit, but not quite ready to step up to into heat 
moldable liners or Brainframe technology?  New for this year, we 
have our most price conscious closed toe boot - The Cocktail.  This 
mixed drink for your lower limbs is the boot of choice for former world 
champions like Erik Ruck and members of our cable team. Made with 
the same high memory foam you would find in our District boot, and 
cut at a lower height.

063062



06x16 Ronix W
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KEY FEATURES
 + The Original Baseless Hardware
 + Stage 2 Liner
 + 3-D Molded Tongue
 + Built In J-Bars

KEY FEATURES
 + The Original Baseless Hardware
 + Stage 1 Liner
 + Universal Fit Tongue
 + Built In J-Bars

District Boot//
A quality balance of comfort, adjustability, and durability, the District 
boot is ideal for those looking for solid support fitting a wide range of 
sizes. Combines the 3-D molded tongue support and performance of 
the Network boot with a shell construction similar to our acclaimed 
comfort-fit Divide boot. The revolutionary Ronix fit at a more affordable 
value. Your feet will thank you.

Divide Boot//
Ease of entry that will let you save your energy for after you have jumped 
off the swim deck, but support any level rider would demand once you are 
on the water.  Built with our ultra-light cush Stage 1 foam, this boot is the 
lightest boot we have ever made. The finest in ease of entry and open-toe 
adjustability. New for this year, our Divide boot comes with duel laces for even 
more of a customized fit. Good reason why the Divide is our most popular 
open-toe boot.
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06x16 Ronix W
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KEY FEATURES
 + The Original Baseless Hardware
 + Stage 3 Liner
 + 3-D Molded Tongue
 + Built In J-Bars

Halo Boot//
These one-of-a-kind kicks are styled to look as good as your hair on it’s best behavior, but with enough 
swagger to let people know who you really are. We used a woman’s cut, look, and flex that proves not 
all of our high-end boots have to keep your toes warm. Our premier open toe design - molded with 
our high-memory, Stage 3 liners for all day comfort and support that is unrivaled in women’s wake 
footwear.

KEY FEATURES
 + Brainframe Technology
 + Stage 3 Liner
 + 3-D Molded Tongue
 + Built In J-Bars
 + New Lace Lock
 + Dallas Friday Pro Model

Limelight Boot//
The most advanced female boot out there was developed on our state of the art Brainframe hardware.  
Made from a women’s specific last, this boot is built to stand up to the most demanding rider, while 
offering the comfort and fit to ride longer. Every aspect of the materials, sizing, and the cut of this boot 
is based around the first lady of the waterway.   Step into the Limelight with the most advanced female 
boot out there.  You won’t realize how far technology has come in footwear until you have tried it on.

KEY FEATURES
 + The Original Baseless Hardware
 + Stage 1 Liner
 + Universal Fit Tongue
 + Built In J-Bars

Luxe Boot//
Affordable Luxury never felt so right. Why do you think we called it the Luxe? Built with our ultra-light, 
ultra-cush, Stage 1 foam, the Luxe is a top-of-the-line universal boot with a price that is easy on the 
pocket book. Support you would expect from a high-end boot, and ease of entry that will have you 
finishing that last minute text while you slip into these cloud machines free from any hot spots.

women’s 
specific

067066



Every year we take a handful of products and throw them in the 
hard to find category.  Fewer retailers get them, fewer items are 

made, and a little more TLC went into the design process.

ILLUMINATI
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HONEYCOMB

TECHNORA

HEX SHELL

CLASSIC

A new high end core for a rider that wants more 
contact and feel with the water.  Some boards might 
react more – but no construction will give you this 
much feedback with the water.  You know when some 
of those shoe companies came out with those low 
profile soles and said it feels like barefoot running?  
This is how honeycomb feels for wakesurfing.

Another new creation for this year - we added the response of 
Technora to our standard surf core.  A more reactive laminate 
than a traditional fiberglass construction.  A blend of our Koal 
Classic surfer layup, along with a new lively material, bridging 
the gap with our ultra responsive new Hex Shell construction.  
Designed for a rider looking for a blend of a smooth response, 
while still being able to bury the rail, or air off the lip.

For 2016, we created a torsionally stiffer board using a new 
material we call Hex Shell.  This layup removes any delay 
that a rider might have on the next move, for the quickest 
response of any construction in our line.  Created for a 
rider looking for a new molded construction reducing the 
reaction time between surfer and board in a couple of our 
latest shapes.  Time is money – and this new core takes away 
any of the downtime in surfing.

The foundation for how a high end surfer should be made.  Every Koal 
Classic is made by machining a core for the most precision shape and 
rockerline, then hand wrapping it in a fiberglass shell, and finally vacu-
um bagging it to remove any unneeded resin for the lightest, strongest, 
and most consistent hand lay up at this pricepoint.

06x16 Ronix W
akeWAKESURF
WHAT’S INSIDE

073072



KEY FEATURES
 + New Rear & Front Pad Design
 + 1 – 1.5”, 1 – 2.3”, 1 - 2.9” Hook Alfred Fins
 + Handmade By Robots
 + Vacuum Bag W/ Epoxy Resin

06x16 Ronix W
ake

KEY FEATURES
 + New Rear & Front Pad Design
 + 2 – 2.3” & 1 - 2.9” Hook Alfred Fins
 + Handmade By Robots
 + Vacuum Bag W/ Epoxy Resin

Honeycomb - Powertail//
New for this year, we took our best selling shape and added more feel and communication - 
Honeycomb. The Powertail shape combines the stable aspects of a Longboard, the bottom turn drive 
of a Thruster, and the ability to air out like no other board you have ridden. There has never been a 
board with this much surface area in the tail for bigger airs off the top deck, but still has a quick rail to 
rail slayshyness (not really sure what that means) to it. Surfers looking for a stable shape that has the 
speed needed even with smaller boat wakes, and a must in the quiver for high end riders. Another 
reason to chase the endless summer.

Honeycomb Construction//
A new high end core for a rider that wants more contact 
and feel with the water.  Some boards might react more – but 
no construction will give you this much feedback with the 
water.  You know when some of those shoe companies came 
out with those low profile soles and said it feels like barefoot 
running?  This is how honeycomb feels for wakesurfing.  

Honeycomb - Surf Skimmer//
Combining the skate like feel of a skimboard with a classic surf board ride - hand wrapped in our 
new energetic Honeycomb core. A thicker profile than most skimmers for added buoyancy, top water 
speed and stability of a traditional surfer.  Yet you can still experience a looser feel from this skim 
profile and greater board feel from the concave top deck. Designed to be ridden both switch and 
regular with a semi-twin outline, a machined pad covering the entire top deck, and tip/tail fins.

075074
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KEY FEATURES
 + Concave Top Deck
 + New Rear & Front Pad Design
 + 2 – 2.3” & 1 - 2.9” Hook Alfred Fins
 + Handmade By Robots
 + Vacuum Bag W/ Epoxy Resin

KEY FEATURES
 + New Rear & Front Pad Design
 + 2 – 2.3” & 1 - 2.9” Hook Alfred Fins
 + Handmade By Robots
 + Vacuum Bag W/ Epoxy Resin

Hex Shell - Skate Skimmer//
The closest we have come to making a wakeskate into a surfer.  A shape designed by arguably our 
sport’s greatest skater - Reed Hansen - creating the board feel and release he was looking for in this 
crossover shape. Our thinnest profile skimboard style shred stick that complements our other high 
end surfers and skates. This new shape has a more reactive rail and a lighter/thinner design for more 
contact and feel with the water.  Perfect your ollie and session easier shove-its from this skate inspired 
shape and concave top deck. A shape and new construction that opens up a whole new spectrum 
of skate inspired tricks.

Hex Shell Construction//
For 2016, we created a torsionally stiffer board using a new 
material we call Hex Shell.  This layup removes any delay 
that a rider might have on the next move, for the quickest 
response of any construction in our line.  Created for a rider 
looking for a new molded construction reducing the reaction 
time between surfer and board in a couple of our latest 
shapes.  Time is money – and this new core takes away any 
of the downtime in surfing.

Hex Shell - The Blender//
For 2016, we created a new shape called The Blender by combining several ingredients of our most 
popular models.  Overall it rides similar to a Powertail - but comes with a sharper edge for a quicker 
reacting edge response.  Now you have a new bucket list of tricks you can do on the water, or off the 
lip.  A shape that can really hook up on rail when you want it to, yet has more surface area for that 
toes on the nose stability, and a super wide tail platform for effortless airs.  
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KEY FEATURES
 + Concave Top Deck
 + New Rear & Front Pad Design
 + 2 – 2.3” & 3 - 2.9” Hook Fiberglass Fins
 + Handmade By Robots
 + Vacuum Bag W/ Epoxy Resin

KEY FEATURES
 + Concave Top Deck
 + New Rear & Front Pad Design
 + 2 – 2.3” & 1 - 2.9” Hook Fiberglass Fins
 + Handmade By Robots
 + Vacuum Bag W/ Epoxy Resin

Koal With Technora - Powertail//
Combining the stable aspects of a Longboard, the bottom turn drive of a Thruster, and 
the ability to air out like no other board you have ridden. Same shape as our other 
Powertail without the Honeycomb price tag. There has never been a board with this 
much surface area in the tail for bigger airs off the top deck, but still has a quick rail to 
rail slayshyness to it. In its maiden voyage it quickly became the deck of choice to many 
of our team riders. The option for riders looking at a stable shape that has the speed 
needed even with smaller boat wakes, and a must in the quiver for high end surfers. A 
new construction to help you chase the endless summer.

Koal With Technora//
Another new creation for this year - we added the response of 
Technora to our standard surf core.  A more reactive laminate 
than a traditional fiberglass construction.  A blend of our Koal 
Classic surfer layup, along with a new lively material, bridging 
the gap with our ultra responsive new Hex Shell construction.  
Designed for a rider looking for a blend of a smooth response, 
while still being able to bury the rail, or air off the lip.

Koal With Technora - Thruster//
Whether you are looking for more drive up the face of the wake, or added glide as you learn 
to ride without a rope - this is the fastest and hardest charging line of boards we have created 
in our many swells of producing high end surfers.  Thought you knew what a wakesurfer was 
capable of? This electric Thruster is hands down the most responsive surfer we have ever tested. 
Need more bite in your bottom turn with a quicker release off the peak? This stealth creation 
comes with 10 adjustable fin slots and enough fins for over a hundred different customizable 
combinations. This speedy squash tail  deck was conceptualized by a legend who grew up 
switching between salt and freshwater carves - Parks Bonifay.
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KEY FEATURES
 + Concave Top Deck
 + New Rear & Front Pad Design
 + 2 – 2.3” & 1 - 2.9” Hook Fiberglass Fins
 + Handmade By Robots
 + Vacuum Bag W/ Epoxy Resin

KEY FEATURES
 + Concave Top Deck
 + New Rear & Front Pad Design
 + 1 – 1.5”, 1 – 2.3”, 1 - 2.9” Hook Fiberglass Fins
 + Handmade By Robots
 + Vacuum Bag W/ Epoxy Resin

Koal With Technora - Surf Skimmer//
Combining the skate like feel of a skimboard with the rail design of a classic surf board 
- hand wrapped in our new responsive Technora material.  Experience easier shove-its 
from this skate inspired profile and concave top deck. Designed to be ridden both 
switch and regular with a semi twin outline, a machined pad covering the entire top 
deck with tip and tail fins. Thinner profiled than most of our surfers, this lighter/dished out 
surf constructed deck has more of a lively feel on the water, making it easier to link your 
favorite skate tricks behind the swim deck. The only crossover board in our line blending 
a looser feel for easier 360’s with attributes of a traditional surfer.

Koal With Technora - Women’s Fish//
This 4’ 10” Koal is the premier fast gliding, surf constructed women’s edition for us freshies. We 
went into the “blue room” and shaped a women’s spin-off from our most classic high-end surfer 
for the ultimate female performer. Our many moons of designing wake surfboards has resulted 
in a refined version of our versatile Koal Fish. This speedy shape rides higher on the water with a 
full profile and a thicker, more buoyant surf constructed core. Inspired by our favorite fish profiled 
board, named after our favorite black sand beach, and has only one function – do anything you 
want. New for this year we added the response of Technora - this material helps create a more 
reactive overall women’s surfboard.

women’s 
specific

081080
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KEY FEATURES
 + Concave Top Deck
 + New Rear & Front Pad Design
 + 1 - 2.9” Hook Fiberglass Fins
 + Handmade By Robots
 + Vacuum Bag W/ Epoxy Resin

KEY FEATURES
 + Concave Top Deck
 + New Rear & Front Pad Design
 + 2 – 2.3” & 1 - 2.9” Hook Fiberglass Fins
 + Handmade By Robots
 + Vacuum Bag W/ Epoxy Resin

Koal Classic - Fish//
Not sure if you need something loose and skatey, extra reactive, or Sunday cruise mellow, and just 
want an overall fun shape? A fish profiled shape with a deep swallow tail that can easily break 
free on the top of the lip, yet has the bottom turn drive to get you there quickly. Like the rest of our 
high end surfers, the Koal Fish features adjustable fin options that can be moved forward or back, 
so you can customize your ride for a tighter or looser feel. This speedy shape rides high on the 
water with a full rail and our exclusive machined core creating more glide speed. Available in 3 
lengths, covering the spectrum of riders and wake sizes. The Koal’s shape and construction is a 
perfect ride for us inlanders looking for wake slashing versatility.

Koal Classic//
The foundation for how a high end surfer should be made.  
Every Koal Classic is made by machining a core for the most 
precision shape and rockerline, then hand wrapping it in 
a fiberglass shell, and finally vacuum bagging it to remove 
any unneeded resin for the lightest, strongest, and most 
consistent hand lay up at this pricepoint.

Koal Classic - Stub Fish//
Similar laid back feel to our previous Koal longboard shape, with the added release of a Koal 
Fish. Sometimes you need those days and a product to remind us all of why there is no feeling 
like riding sideways on the water. The thickest, most buoyant surf constructed board in our range 
has our thickest/full rail with a forgiving soft bevel. The result is our most stable easygoing soul turn 
special that is even more forgiving for a Sunday afternoon cruise. Grab a couple of your favorite 
chums, regardless of the surfer’s size or boat wake, and experience the endless wave of this new 
design. Combining a longboard cruise with a new swallowtail design for an even easier release 
from the water on this new fun board aquatic device.  
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KEY FEATURES
 + New Pad Design
 + 3 - 2.9” Hook Fiberglass Fins
 + Handmade By Robots
 + Vacuum Bag W/ Epoxy Resin

Marsh“Mellow” Thrasher//
A similar shape to our most high end performing deck - The Thruster - just constructed with a 
more impact proven layup. A soft top construction combines the best elements of speed, weight 
and durability. We don’t want to play favorites - but if you’re reading this right now this speedy, 
lightweight, durable series has a little soft spot in our engineer’s hearts. 4 seasons in the making 
developing this adjustable fin, rope-less water device.

Marsh“Mellow” Construction//
Made with a similar core to our other more expensive surfers – 
the Marshmellow has a slow roasted cook to it and a soft top 
exterior. The result is our most advanced recreational creation 
to date with most of the performance and weight of our surf 
constructed decks, the durability of a wakeboard, yet produced 
for surfers on a budget. Your board accidentally slams into the 
boat? No worries, its soft exterior won’t chip or ding your gel 
coat the way other traditional constructed decks will.

*Women’s available in 4'8" only.

women’s 
specific
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KEY FEATURES
 + Concave Top Deck
 + Grom Design
 + 2 – 1.5” & 1 - 2.3” Hook Fiberglass Fins
 + Handmade By Robots
 + Vacuum Bag W/ Epoxy Resin

KEY FEATURES
 + Concave Top Deck
 + Grom Design
 + 2 – 1.5” & 1 - 2.3” Hook Fiberglass Fins
 + Handmade By Robots
 + Vacuum Bag W/ Epoxy Resin

Powertail//
Combining the stable aspects of a Longboard, the bottom turn drive of a 
Thruster, and the ability to air out like no other kid’s board out there. There has 
never been a board with this much surface area in the tail for bigger airs off 
the top deck, and can easily be ridden behind smaller size boat wakes.

Super Sonic Space Odyssey//
Who said Mom and Dad get to have all of the ropeless fun?  
A new line of surfers giving kids a reason to unite behind the 
boat.  2 shapes with the same technology as our most popular 
boards, The Powertail and The Fish, packed down to a 3’9” size.  
Designed and approved by the Wifi generation of surfers.

Fish//
Not sure if you need something loose and skatey, extra reactive, or Sunday 
cruise mellow, and just want an overall fun shape? A fish profiled “fun” 
board with a deep swallow tail that can easily break free on the top of the 
lip, yet has the bottom turn drive to get you there quickly.
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KEY FEATURES
 + Late Arc Rocker 
 + Compression Molding 
 + Sintered Base 
 + ABS sidewall 
 + 2 - .8” Wakeskate Fins

KEY FEATURES
 + Hybrid Rocker 
 + Compression Molding 
 + Sintered Base 
 + ABS Sidewall 
 + 2 - .8” Wakeskate Fins
 + Reed Hansen Pro Model

Boomstick Skate//
The heavyweight guardian bi-level Boomstick is composed of a solid, snappy, skatey, eco-
friendly, super saucy wood with a smooth concave, making it easier to always land on the 
bolts. Several dusks and dawns ago, Reed Hansen and the boys sourced some lively materials 
to throw in a 14 lb. stockier skate, offering more board control both on the water and leaving 
it with this added weight. A bi-level shape creates a more consistent, quicker swing weight 
than a traditional single level skate, yet still has the stability for somebody just taking the drop. 
Having a top deck separated from the water line means that if a skater is off axis they will have 
a greater chance of recovery with the 2 decks working independent of one another. Our most 
advanced technology, ridden by arguably our sport’s greatest skater - yet still has the swing 
weight and balance points that work for first timers. Comes with a lively Paulownia bottom 
deck, and a stiffer Maple top deck.

Hoverboard Skate//
A similar heavy weight contender to Reed’s bi-level, (don’t be scared - skate weight is a 
beautiful thing) and a more abrupt rocker line, for a rider that wants the most explosive 
single level skate that won’t get  floaty in air.  A high-end, single level, concave/kicktail 
skate ready to take on any obstacles built with a bullet proof exterior. Complete with our 
compression molded technology, machined Paulownia bottom deck, stiffer Maple top 
laminates wrapped in a marine sealant. Handcrafted with our secret concoction of the 
finest CNC machined woods for a snappy ollie out of the water. A 360 shove, back lipping 
A-frame special ready for the park.
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KEY FEATURES
 + EVA Top Deck 
 + Blended Rocker 
 + The Only Skate Of It’s Kind
 + Made With Good Vibes
 + 3 Big ‘Ol Fins

KEY FEATURES
 + Hybrid Rocker 
 + EVA Top Deck 
 + Moderately Obese Technology 
 + Compression Molding 
 + 2 - .8” Wakeskate Fins

Electric Collective Skate//
Created with a smooth, explosive lift similar to the Boomstick, with built in 
concave/kicktail for skaters looking for the stability and board control of our 
Hoverboard on a tighter budget. Without being anymore sensationalized than 
we already are, we think we found a way to bottle the emotion of the “it” factor. 
A certain electrifying marine dance that our forefathers could only dream of.

Rove Karver Skate//
Ever wanted to strip everything off a deck, slap some big ol’ fins on the back, chuck your 
boots and just go for a soul turn sesh?  More surface area and deeper fins than any of 
our other skates - giving you the stability of your favorite longboard to shred an effortless 
cutback. It’s not always about the wake - sometimes it’s the path you take to get there. 
Upshift a gear with the most affordable, fast, and reliable ride in our line. A 3 fin design 
ready to bury the rail.
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select
your 
FIT

Custom
fit

athletic
fit

cable
fit

everyThing you
need to know

3 Fits Based 
All On Your 
Riding Style Form, Fit and Function For Every Rider

More flex zones, and 4 way stretch panels.  For a rider that wants 
a impact jacket to form to their body like it was custom tailored.

You know how they say the earth is 2/3’s water?  Did you know that 
68% of fresh water on earth is in glaciers?  Oh yeah, did you also 

know that we have a cable fit jacket?

If you rock an impact jacket you should have that hot rod looking 
stealth.  A slimmed down version of our other garments.

Cylindrical Construction
There was a homie named Capella from back in the 
day.  He knew the earth was round.  We ripped off his 
theories and made our vests round.  A cylinder fit that 
curves to your body unlike any flat vest. 

Perforated Ariaprene
The lightest, most breathable material in our line.

X-Technology
After you slip into a better fitting cylinder vest – the next 
thing you need is the most in mobility.  We created a 
cutline in the shape of an X leaving no excuse for not 
pulling off a well executed indy grab.

Two Way Stretch
A material that moves 
East/West when you do.

Four Way Stretch Neoprene
A material that moves in any 
direction you do.

Glideskin
We live in a world that likes bling.  Glideskin is shiny.  
Which makes it cool and relevant.  

Fleece Collar
The pacifier of grom life jackets.  The little ones don’t 
necessarily always love wearing their vests.  But a cozy fleece 
neckline can help them find that blanky happy place.

Synthetic PU Foil
Not content with just the mortal bling of Glideskin and 
need the extra “look at me” material?  We proudly present 
to you this stuff…

Water Resistant Liner
You know that annoying face you make when you have to 
try on your buddy’s wet life jacket?  Not no more.  We created 
a liner that greatly reduces water seeping into a jacket, and 
most importantly, the weird face.  

Thermal Inside Liner
Quite arguably the greatest creation since we came  
up with the Capella vest.  A material that feels extra  
comfy when you try it on dry, and dries quicker than  
a standard material.
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KEY FEATURES
 + Cylindrical Construction
 + X-Technology
 + Glideskin
 + Two Way Stretch Neoprene
 + Synthetic PU Foil
 + 2 Buckles, 1 Zip Closure
 + Coast Guard Approved
 + Available In S - XXL

KEY FEATURES
 + Cylindrical Construction
 + X-Technology
 + Glideskin
 + Two Way Stretch Neoprene
 + Perforated Ariaprene
 + 2 Buckles, 1 Zip Closure
 + Coast Guard Approved
 + Available In S - XXL

KEY FEATURES
 + Cylindrical Construction
 + X-Technology
 + Two Way Stretch Neoprene
 + 2 Buckles, 1 Zip Closure
 + Coast Guard Approved
 + Available In S - XXL

KEY FEATURES
 + Cylindrical Construction
 + X-Technology
 + Glideskin
 + Two Way Stretch Neoprene
 + 2 Buckles, 1 Zip Closure
 + Coast Guard Approved
 + Available In S - XXL

KEY FEATURES
 + Water Resistant Liner
 + Two Way Stretch Neoprene
 + Glideskin
 + 2 Buckles, 1 Zip Closure
 + Coast Guard Approved
 + Available In S - XXXL

One Capella//CGA Life Vest
Probably the main reason why Danny Harf 
is so good at wakeboarding.

Parks Capella//CGA Life Vest
Parks Bonifay is round, as are most of us, 
and one of the main reasons why he 
prefers our exclusive round fitting vest.

Forester Capella//CGA Life Vest
We are not sure if there is a big arborist 
wakeboarding crossover – but in the 
chance that there is – we proudly present 
The Forester of cylinder flotation devices.

Pulse Capella//CGA Life Vest
Want the best fitting life jacket out there 
without the pro model, or tree hugger 
association?  We proudly present to you 
the stealthy Pulse.  

Covert//CGA Life Vest
It may be flat, it might have not have the 
je ne sais quoi of our Capella vests, but 
this little floatable tiger has a spirit that is 
just undeniable and comes in at a more 
affordable value.

ONE/PARKS/FORESTER/
PULSE CAPELLA CGA
CHEST SIZING
SMALL ............... 31-34”(79-86CM)
MEDIUM ............ 34-37”(86-94CM)
LARGE ............. 37-40”(94-102CM)
X-LARGE ........ 40-43”(102-109CM)
XX-LARGE ..... 43-46”(109-117CM)

COVERT CGA
CHEST SIZING
SMALL ............... 33-36”(84-92CM)
MEDIUM .......... 37-40”(93-102CM)
LARGE ........... 41-44”(103-112CM)
X-LARGE ........ 45-48”(113-122CM)
XX-LARGE ..... 49-52”(123-132CM)
XXX-LARGE ... 53-56”(135-142CM)
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IMPACT
CHEST SIZING
X-SMALL ............ 28-31”(71-79CM)
SMALL ............... 31-34”(79-86CM)
MEDIUM ............ 34-37”(86-94CM)
LARGE ............. 37-40”(94-102CM)
X-LARGE ........ 40-43”(102-109CM)
XX-LARGE ..... 43-46”(109-117CM)

KEY FEATURES
 + Cylindrical Construction
 + Synthetic PU Foil
 + Four Way Stretch Neoprene
 + Water Resistant Inside Liner
 + 2 Buckles 1 Zip Closure
 + Non Coast Guard Approved
 + Available In S - XL

KEY FEATURES
 + Four Way Stretch Neoprene
 + 1 Zip Closure
 + Non Coast Guard Approved
 + Available In S - XL

KEY FEATURES
 + Perforated Ariaprene
 + Four Way Stretch Neoprene
 + 1 Zip Closure
 + Non Coast Guard Approved
 + Available In S - XXL

KEY FEATURES
 + Four Way Stretch Neoprene
 + 1 Zip Closure
 + Non Coast Guard Approved
 + Available In XS - XXL

KEY FEATURES
 + Cylindrical Construction
 + Glideskin
 + Four Way Stretch Neoprene
 + Thermal Inside Liner
 + 2 Buckles 1 Zip Closure
 + Non Coast Guard Approved
 + Available In S - XL

One Cable Edition//Impact Jacket
Challenging that fine line between 
added sex appeal and less buoyancy.

One Custom Fit//Impact Jacket
Think of it as Intuition Liner for your belly.

Parks Athletic Cut//Impact Jacket
Sure is sporty with our Honeycomb 
looking material, and his vest is 
reversible too.

Party Athletic Cut//Impact Jacket
Party and Athletics in one?  Just trust 
us. At the end of flotilla season you will 
know why.

Space Blanket 
Cable Edition//Impact Jacket
A lunar shock proof cable delicatessen.
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DAYDREAMSIZING
SMALL ............... 34-36”(86-90CM)
MEDIUM ............ 36-39”(91-99CM)
LARGE ........... 40-43”(100-109CM)
X-LARGE ........ 44-47”(110-119CM)

CORALSIZING
X-SMALL ........... 26”-28”(66-71CM)
SMALL ...............29”-32”(74-81CM)
MEDIUM ........... 33”-35”(84-89CM)
LARGE ............... 36”-38”(91-97CM)

women’s 
specific

KEY FEATURES
 + Cylindrical Construction
 + X-Technology
 + Glideskin
 + Two Way Stretch Neoprene
 + 2 Buckles, 1 Zip Closure
 + Coast Guard Approved
 + Available In S - XL

KEY FEATURES
 + Cylindrical Construction
 + X-Technology
 + Glideskin
 + Synthetic PU Foil
 + Two Way Stretch Neoprene
 + 2 Buckles, 1 Zip Closure
 + Coast Guard Approved
 + Available In S - XL

KEY FEATURES
 + Glideskin
 + Two Way Stretch Neoprene
 + 2 Buckles, 1 Zip Closure
 + Coast Guard Approved
 + Available In S - XL

KEY FEATURES
 + Synthetic PU Foil
 + Four Way Stretch Neoprene
 + Perforated Airaprene
 + Thermal Inside Liner
 + 1 Zip Closure
 + Non Coast Guard Approved
 + Available In XS - L

Limelight Women’s Capella//CGA Life Vest
The first lady’s garment of choice.

Quarter ‘Til Midnight 
Women’s Capella//CGA Life Vest
A female cylindrical innovation of 
perplexing proportions.

Daydream Women’s//CGA Life Vest
Heavy sigh…. It is flat not round. But – hold 
on!!! It is our most affordable value vest, 
and most importantly she is a cutie pie.

Coral Women’s//Impact Jacket
For tenacious swimming females 
that are ok with sacrificing 
buoyancy with reduced weight.

LIMELIGHT/QTM CAPELLA
CHEST SIZING
SMALL ............... 31-34”(79-86CM)
MEDIUM ............ 34-37”(86-94CM)
LARGE ............. 37-40”(94-102CM)
X-LARGE ........ 40-43”(102-109CM)
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One Detachable Handle//Optic Yellow

KEY FEATURES
 + Dual Injected Detachable Nylon “Bar Lock” Handle End Caps
 + 4mm Thick Dual Density Memory Foam, W/ Star Shaped Hide Grip
 + 1.25” Handle Diameter
 + Strung With Dyneema Rope
 + T6 Lightweight Aircraft Aluminum Dowel
 + EVA Stuffed Inside Handle Bar For Floatation
 + Available In Straight Or “T” Wrap

One Detachable Handle//White

KEY FEATURES
 + Dual Injected Detachable Nylon “Bar Lock” Handle End Caps
 + 4mm Thick Memory Foam
 + Diamond Tuck Stiched Hide Grip
 + 1.25” Handle Diameter
 + Strung With Dyneema Rope
 + T6 Lightweight Aircraft Aluminum Dowel
 + EVA Stuffed Inside Handle Bar For Floatation
 + Available In Straight Only

The 3D Handle//Green & Orange

KEY FEATURES
 + New Cast Aluminum “Bar Lock” End Cap With Soft Cush-

ioned Rubber 3D Over Molding
 + 3mm Memory Foam
 + 1.15” Handle Diameter
 + Hide Grip With Embossed Pattern For An Extra Tacky Grip
 + Strung With Dyneema Rope
 + T6 Lightweight Aircraft Aluminum Dowel
 + EVA Stuffed Inside Handle Bar For Floatation
 + Available In Straight Only
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Parks Handle//

KEY FEATURES
 + Nylon Handle End Caps W/ EVA Inside Bumpers
 + Semi Bar Lock
 + 3mm Memory Foam
 + 1.15” Handle Diameter
 + Hide Embroidered / Fused Suction Grip
 + Strung With Dyneema Rope
 + T6 Lightweight Aircraft Aluminum Dowel
 + EVA Stuffed Inside Handle Bar For Floatation
 + Available In Straight Only

Space Blanket Handle//

KEY FEATURES
 + Nylon Handle End Caps W/ Eva Inside Bumpers
 + Semi Bar Lock
 + 3mm Memory Foam
 + 1.15” Handle Diameter
 + Hide Embroidered Anlged Stitched Grip
 + Strung With Dyneema Rope
 + T6 Lightweight Aircraft Aluminum Dowel
 + EVA Stuffed Inside Handle Bar For Floatation
 + Available In Straight Only

North Handle//

KEY FEATURES
 + Traditional Plastisol End Caps
 + Dyneema Tied Bar Lock System
 + 3mm Memory Foam
 + 1.15” Handle Diameter
 + Hide Grip With Embossed Pattern For An Extra Tacky Grip
 + Strung With Dyneema Rope
 + T6 Lightweight Aircraft Aluminum Dowel
 + EVA Stuffed Inside Handle Bar For Floatation
 + Available In Straight Or “T” Wrap

Envoy Handle//

KEY FEATURES
 + Traditional Plastisol End Caps
 + Dyneema Tied Bar Lock System
 + 3mm Memory Foam
 + 1.15” Handle Diameter
 + Hide Embroidered Grip
 + Strung With Dyneema Rope
 + T6 Lightweight Aircraft Aluminum Dowel
 + Eva Stuffed Inside Handle Bar For Floatation
 + Available In Straight Only
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R6 80 Foot//Mainline

KEY FEATURES
 + Square Shape, Urethane Coated Cover
 + 100% Dyneema Core
 + Abrasion Free, Snag Resistant Cover
 + 85ft Total Length Including Handle
 + One 60ft Mainline
 + Five Total Take Off Sections
 + Three - 5ft Take Off Sections
 + Two - 2 ½ft Take Off Sections
 + Color Options: Neon Blue, Neon Yellow,    

Neon Green, Neon Orange

Core 75 Foot//Mainline

KEY FEATURES
 + 16-Strand Fusion Cover
 + UV Resistance
 + 75ft Total Length Including Handle
 + Three - 5ft Take Off Sections
 + Color Options: Neon Green/Silver, Neon Yellow/Black

R8 80 Foot//Mainline

KEY FEATURES
 + New Ultra Thin Round PVC Coated Dyneema Rope
 + 100% Dyneema Core
 + Abrasion Free, Snag Resistant Cover
 + 85ft Total Length Including Handle
 + One 55ft Section
 + Seven Total Take Off Section
 + One - 10ft Section
 + Four - 5ft Sections
 + Two - 2 ½ft Take Off Sections
 + Color Options: Orange, Green, Yellow, Blue
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Combo 4.0//  
 + Hide With Square Stitch Embroidery Grip
 + Barlock (Anti-Roll)
 + 3mm Thick Memory Foam
 + 1.15” Handle Diameter
 + Strung With 12-Strand Dyneema Rope
 + Filled Inside With EVA For Flotation
 + Solin 75ft Mainline W/ 5-Sections

(Assorted Colors)

Women’s Combo//  
 + Hide Embroidered Grip
 + Barlock (Anti-Roll)
 + 2.5mm Thick Foam
 + 1” Handle Diameter
 + Strung With 12-Strand Dyneema Rope
 + 7” Pencil Floats For Flotation
 + Solin 75ft Mainline W/ 5-Section

Combo 2.0//  
 + Hide With Embroidery Grip
 + 3mm Thick Eva
 + 1.15” Handle Diameter
 + 6Oft Low Stretch PE Mainline W/4-Sections
 + Filled Inside With EVA For Flotation

(Assorted Colors)

06x16 Ronix W
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Combo 6.0//  
 + Glass Filled Nylon Handle End Caps
 + Barlock (Anti-Roll)
 + Hide With Horizontal Stitch Embroidery Grip
 + 3mm Thick Memory Foam
 + 1.15” Handle Diameter
 + Strung With 12-Strand Dyneema Rope
 + Filled Inside With EVA For Flotation
 + R6 80ft Mainline W/6-Sections

(Assorted Colors)

Combo 5.0//  
 + Hide With Diamond Stitch Embroidery Grip
 + Barlock (Anti-Roll)
 + 3mm Thick Memory Foam
 + 1.15” Handle Diameter
 + Strung With 12-Strand Dyneema Rope
 + Filled Inside With EVA For Flotation
 + R6 80ft Mainline W/6-Sections

(Assorted Colors)

Combo 5.5//  
 + Hide With Diamond Stitch Embroidery Grip
 + Barlock (Anti-Roll)
 + 3mm Thick Memory Foam
 + 1.15” Handle Diameter
 + 6in “T” Wrap Handle
 + Strung With 12-Strand Dyneema Rope
 + Filled Inside With EVA For Flotation
 + R6 80ft Mainline W/6-Sections

(Assorted Colors)

Combo 3.0//  
 + Hide With Embroidery Grip
 + Barlock (Anti-Roll)
 + 3mm Thick Memory Foam
 + 1.15” Handle Diameter
 + Strung With 12-Strand Dyneema Rope
 + Filled Inside With EVA For Flotation
 + Solin Hybrid PE 70ft Mainline W/4-Sections

(Assorted Colors)

Combo 1.0//  
 + Tacky TPR Rubber Grip
 + 1” Handle Diameter
 + Filled Inside With EVA For Flotation
 + 60ft Low Stretch PE Mainline W/4-Sections

(Assorted Colors)

women’s 
specific
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PU Synthetic Surf Rope 
With Handle//  

 + PU Synthetic Leather Wrap Cover
 + Semi Barlock (Anti-Roll)
 + Hide With Diamond Stitch Embroidery Grip
 + Filled Inside With EVA For Flotation
 + 3mm Thick Memory Foam
 + 1.15” Handle Diameter
 + 25ft W/4-Sections
 + 2ft Bungee Section Helps You   
Get Into The Pocket Faster

Trailer Boat Guides//  
Endorsed by boaters of The 
Braille Aquatic Association.

Webbing Boat Dock Ties//  
Adjustable in length from 3ft to 6ft

Drink Koozie//  
Keep that beverge nice and cold. Reversible.

Happy Hour Boat Bumper//  
Bring on the flotilla - that’s what we call 
a big boat tie up

 + 8” diameter by 18” long
 + Small inflation valve
 + 4ft mooring line
 + Easy for storage when deflated.

Bungee Surf Rope 
With Handle//  

 + Hide With Embroidery Grip
 + 3mm Thick Memory Foam
 + 1.15” Handle Diameter
 + Filled Inside With EVA   
For Flotation

 + 25ft W/4-Sections
 + 2ft Bungee Section   
Helps You Get Into   
The Pocket Faster

(Assorted Colors)

Surf Rope 
With No Handle//  
5 - 4“ Diameter Knots 
With Foam Floats For 
Abrasion Free Riding 
(Assorted Colors)
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Sleeping Bag Surf Sock// A
 Protect your favorite fragile 

aquatic slasher from the 
obstructions of the day to day 
rigors of hard objects.

 + 2 sizes: Pointed nose up to 5.1ft / 
Round nose up to 6ft

Dempsey Surf Bag// F
 Twice as much padding as any 

of our board bags. We want to 
make sure your surf constructed 
Honeycomb Powertail can get  
there safely. 

 + Super durable padded shell
 + Shoulder strap
 + Fin protector
 + External pocket
 + 2 sizes: Pointed nose up to 5ft / Round 

nose up to 6.2ftLinks Edition Backpack 
Strap Padded// B 
 All the same features as the 

other Links Bag - just the wheels 
have been substituted for 
shoulder straps.

 + Durable padded shell 
 + Backpack shoulder strap 
 + 2 external and 1 internal pockets 
 + Zippered pockets 
 + Fits any size Ronix wakeboard

Squadron Half Padded// G
 A semi-padded board bag with 

enough features to leave your 
board with a smile on her face 
every time you stash her back in 
the closet. 

 + Durable half padded shell 
 + Shoulder strap 
 + 2 external pockets
 + Fits any size Ronix wakeboard

Links Wheelie 
Padded//C 
 Imagine if there was a traveling 

utensil that magically wasn’t 
categorized as a board bag at 
the airport because it looked 
like a golf bag and wasn’t 
considered oversized when 
you checked it in on the plane, 
saving some oversized bucks? 

 + Artwork inspired by our favorite golf 
course

 + Durable padded shell 
 + Wheelie transportation with dual end 

carry handles 
 + 2 external and 1 internal pockets 
 + Zippered pockets 
 + Heavy duty YKK zipper
 + Fits any size Ronix wakeboard

Battallion Padded// H
 A padded traveling den. Roomy 

enough to fit all of your stash.
 + Durable padded shell 
 + Shoulder strap 
 + 2 external and 1 internal pockets
 + Fits any size Ronix wakeboard

Travel Luggage// D
 It’s bright (easy to see). 

Oh yeah it’s made out of 
something called 600 denier 
material which apparently is a 
big deal. ps - it’s 30” tall.

Collateral Non-Padded// I
 Other companies may claim 

their products are tighter but 
ask yourself, are their boots the 
original baseless design that 
are much comfier and lighter? 
We also have a really nice 
unpadded board bag at an 
affordable value. 

 + Internal pockets 
 + Shoulder strap
 + Fits any size Ronix wakeboard

Bulwark Neo-Sleeve// E
 Think of it as a jimmy for your 

board.  A responsible choice at 
our most affordable value.

 + Prevents unprotected traveling
 + Shoulder strap
 + 2 sizes: up to 136cm / up to 146cm

Dawn Padded Board Bag// J
 You wouldn’t want your new 

Limelight Collection to get 
dinged up would you? Smaller 
dimensions - scaled to fit 
any board/boot setup in our 
women’s line.

 + Durable semi-padded shell
 + Shoulder strap
 + 2 external and 1 internal pockets

Buzz Backpack// K
 It’s cool, and it has pouches and 

stuff. These dudes thought it look 
spacy so they named it after 
that one guy.
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Dome Devices// 
A El Presidente Fitted Hat
 Throwback White
 7 1/8”, 7 1/4”, 7 3/8”,
 7 1/2”, 7 5/8” 

B Forester Fitted
 Black Denim
 7 1/8”, 7 1/4”, 7 3/8”,
 7 1/2”, 7 5/8”

C Road Trip Fitted Hat
 Camo / Orange
 7 1/8”, 7 1/4”, 7 3/8”,
 7 1/2”, 7 5/8”

D The Flex Hat
 Black / Red
 S/M, L/XL

E The Dom 5-Panel
 Grey Plaid
 Adjustable

F Tequila Sunrise
 Mesh Snap Back Hat
 Adjustable

Not Sweatshirts// 
A Kinetik Project T-Shirt 
 Black / Day Glow
B Megacorp T-Shirt
 Blue / White 
 Green / Yellow 
 Gray / Black
C Code 77 T-Shirt
 White / Black / Orange
D Shred For Brad T-Shirt
 White / Black
+ All sizes S - XXL

Not T-Shirts// 
A The Salvator 
 Black / Metallic Charcoal
B Digital Zip Up Hoody
 Heather Grey / Black / Yellow 
+ All sizes S - XXL

Women’s Apparel// 
A Women’s 3rd Floor V-Neck T-Shirt 
 Daiquiri Ice
B Women’s Funtown Zip-Up Hoody
 Ash / Yellow 
+ All sizes S - L

A

A

B

C

D

E

F

A

A

B

B

B

C

D

women’s 
specific

06x16 Ronix W
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Quick Dry Tanks// 
A 812 Backseat 
 Grey / Black Pinstripe
B Galaxy
 Starry Night
+ Sizes S - XXL

Quick Dry Long Sleeve//
C Higgie Smalls
 Red Plaid
D Forester
 Grey Plaid
+ Sizes S - XL

Quick Dry Hoodie//
E Rezner
 Black / Gun Metal
+ Sizes S - XXL

Beach Towel//  
A 35” x 71” 

Tight & Right Boardshorts// 
B Honeycomb Pumperperson 
 Silver / Black
C Barcode 
 Grey / Black 
D Aloha
 Blue / Orange 
E Mariano’s Stripes
 Green / Grey / Black
+ Sizes: 30”, 32”, 33” 34”, 36”
 *Barcode and Aloha   
   not available in 30”

A

A

B

C

E

D

B

C

D

E

06x16 Ronix W
ake
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    THE
      KID’S
COLLECTION
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06x16 Ronix W
ake

RECOMMENDED
BOOT

MARKER
PACK
INCLUDED

KEY FEATURES
 + Concave Bottom
 + G&R Technology
 + Grom Glass
 + Wide Tip/Tail
 + Comes With Marker Set 
 + 4 - .8” Fiberglass Free Agent Fins

126.2 El Von Videl Schnook Board//
Willkommen para el futuro van de kabel planken. Translation: Welcome to the future of cable boards 
(we think).  With the help of Team Stuckey (remember that name), who are leading the cable charge of 
progressive riding at a park, we created the ultimate high-end kid’s electric hot lap special.  Complete 
with a fast, flatter rocker, steeper sidewalls, the energetic qualities of Paulownia wood, and wrapped in 
our Grom Glass so the next generation can get their press on at a park.

Customize your board with the 
Ronix Color Me Marker Pack. 

5 colors included with every board!
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06x16 Ronix W
ake

KEY FEATURES
 + 3 Stage Rocker
 + Grom Glass
 + Wide Tip/Tail 
 + 2 Fiberglass 1.7” Hook Fins

Vision & August Board//
It is easy to take a wakeboard and scale it down in size and say it is a “kid’s board”. But that is not what 
the next generation was looking for. Every aspect of the Vision and August was designed with riders 95 
lbs. and under in mind.  From our unique Grom glass, to a wide tip/tail for easy deep water starts and 
overall stability – we threw it all on into this high-end wake performer.

RECOMMENDED
BOOT

RECOMMENDED
BOOT

   GIRL’s 
specific
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06x16 Ronix W
ake

KEY FEATURES
 + The Original Baseless Hardware
 + Kid’s Specific Chassis
 + Stage 1 Liner
 + Universal Fit Tongue
 + Built In J-Bars

Vision & August Boot//
Our engineers spent a couple of seasons working with a group 
of shredders to design a true kid’s boot from our baseless plate 
up - not just a scaled version of our adult line. The result was the 
first of its kind. The future of wakeboarding will appreciate this 
fully loaded, easy entry, comfortable boot construction.

   GIRL’s 
specific
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06x16 Ronix W
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Drivers Ed//Teen CGA Life Vest

KEY FEATURES
 + Water Resistant Liner
 + Two Way Stretch Neoprene
 + 2 Buckles, 1 Zip Closure
 + Coast Guard Approved
 + Teen 90 - 120 lbs

Vision Boy’s /
August Girl’s//Youth CGA Vest

KEY FEATURES
 + Fleece Collar
 + Water Resistant Liner
 + Two Way Stretch Neoprene
 + 2 Buckles, 1 Zip Closure
 + Coast Guard Approved
 + Youth 50 - 90 lbs

Vision Boy’s /
August Girl’s//Child CGA Vest

KEY FEATURES
 + Fleece Collar
 + Water Resistant Liner
 + Two Way Stretch Neoprene
 + 2 Buckles, 1 Zip Closure
 + Coast Guard Approved
 + Child 30 - 50 lbs

Vision Boy’s /
August Girl’s//Infant CGA Vest

KEY FEATURES
 + Fleece Collar
 + Water Resistant Liner
 + Two Way Stretch Neoprene
 + 2 Buckles, 1 Zip Closure
 + Coast Guard Approved
 + Infant Up To 30 lbs

Vision Boy’s / August Girl’s//Handle Combo
A kid’s combo setup created for small hands, big 
dreams, and a line with some give.

KEY FEATURES
 + Shorter 14” Length
 + Narrow .94” Diameter Hide Grip
 + Pencil Floats For Flotation
 + 55 ft PE Mainline W/4-sections 

(Assorted Colors)

  GIRL’s 
specific

  GIRL’s 
specific
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CREATE YOUR
PERFECT WAKE Innovation thru Simplicity.

Telescoping Bags
Drop the pump in and set it and forget it.
This Telescoping system allows you to use 
a pump that is up to 3 times faster than 

any conventional Plug & Play setup - all the 
while not having to worry bout air locking.

Wakesurf Shaper
Easily mounts to both starboard and port 
side for a bigger, cleaner wake on either 
side. With Wakesurf Shaper you can now 
get into the modern day surf game if you 

have an older boat, or if you have a newer 
boat you can replicate a tube rivaling 
your favorite break in the South Pacific.

In 2013, we launched a new brand - Eight.3 (one gallon of water = Eight.3 pounds).
We had 1 goal - make boating easy...



WITH

WITHOUT

*These photos were taken using the same boat, weight set-up, speed, and location.



A NEW 
WAY TO 

MAXIMIZE 
YOUR WAKE

MOUNT TO STARBOARD 
SIDE TO SURF ON THE 

PORT SIDE

MOUNT TO PORT 
SIDE TO SURF ON THE 

STARBOARD SIDE

2 years after the inception of Eight.3, 
we have come up with something that 
revolutionizes the outside of your boat - 

The Wakesurf Shaper.  This device easily mounts 
to the lower/back point of the starboard or port side of 
your boat hull for a premier surf wake on either side. We 

have tested from every aspect of boating - waterski boats, 
crossover boats, older V-Drives, newer V-Drives, - one thing is 

constant, this is a game changer.

Never has there been this type of aftermarket device that can 
so easily be mounted to the side of the hull 

- that makes this kind of difference.

With a built in handle it is easy 
to move to either side of your
boat, and is best primed with
some loaded Eight.3 ballast.

Every hull shape is different - 
some are mostly flat and don’t 
require a shim. Others have a 
step hull and require a 1” shim 
- other boats have a more 
pronounced step and need 
a 2” shim. Be sure to measure 
the furthest back/lowest 
corner of your hull to gauge 
what set up you need.

SHIMS



Our Eight.3 pump has a spring loaded quick connect male adapter, 
that is designed to easily clamp onto the high velocity fill port. Ever had 
an unexpected flying water hose in your boat?  Not no mo’.  This 1 1/2” 
diameter fill port has a check valve water gate and a water tight rubber 
cap.  Fitted for our high powered Eight.3 3000GPH or 3700GPH pumps.

Drop any size pump into our patented submersible ballast bag to drain 
the weight without having to attach any nozzles.  The bigger the pump the 
quicker it drains without the inconvenience of air locking and re-priming. 
Because there is no priming involved with the nozzle you can now turn up the 
volume and use the industry’s fastest 3700 gallon per hour pump.

This covers the telescope dry chamber until 
you are ready to empty your Eight.3 ballast 
system. It also acts as your alarm clock 
when you are filling to let you know you’re 
done.  Not sure what we mean?  Fill one up 
and you’ll see, it’s pretty entertaining. 

We offer two submersible 12 volt pumps to fill and drain your 
system up to 3 times faster than any other system out there.
- 3700GPH 20AMP Power Adapter 
 *suggested for use on 2009 boats and newer
- 3000GPH 15AMP Power Adapter
*suggested for use on 2009 boats and older
Each pump comes with..
- 12ft long water hose to fill and drain
- 1.5” Diameter Hose
- 15ft Long 12V Power Adapter

Every Eight.3 system is crafted using ultra high tensile 
reinforced materials, and sonic welded seams.  
#prettytechstuff

All Eight.3 telescoping chambers include an easy to open/close 
TiZip waterproof zipper. 

Eight.3 new port caps are all made 
with two sided vent slots which helps 
burp the Eight.3 system of all extra 
air while filling - more water equals 
more weight.  Fill without taking off 
the cap completely and potentially 
losing it.  These new 1” diameter port 
cap threads are twice as long, for a 
water tight fit.

In addition to draining the 
water here, you can also 
plumb this 1” diameter 
port into the Plug & Play 
of your boat. 

HIGH VELOCITY FILLPORT

A SIMPLER,
FASTER PROCESS

TELESCOPING DRY CHAMBER

TELESCOPE 
COVER

SUBMERSIBLE PUMP

HEAVY DUTY SHELL

WATERPROOF ZIPPER

VENTPORT

DRAIN PORT

TELESCOPE
tech



TELESC
O

PE
TELESCOPE

TELESCOPE

LOCKER/SEAT 
BALLAST

TRAPEZOID 
BALLAST

TELESCOPE
PATENTED TELESCOPE

TECHNOLOGY
In addition to having a simpler,
faster system, these bags have 
anti-roll shapes that won’t flop 
around in your boat as easily.

KEY FEATURES
 + Telescoping chamber with TiZip waterproof zipper
 + 60 gauge heavy duty PVC materials
 + High strength sonic welded seams
 + 1.5” diameter fill port
 + Three 1” diameter external drain/vent ports
 + Shaped to fit under your seats or on the floor

KEY FEATURES
 + Telescoping chamber with TiZip waterproof zipper
 + 60 gauge heavy duty PVC materials
 + High strength sonic welded seams
 + 1.5” diameter fill port
 + Three 1” diameter external drain/vent ports
 + Trapezoid shape to reduce roll

SIZES
CTN 250lbs – Silver / Scuderia
Size: 45”L X 17”W X 8”H

CTN 360lbs – Silver / Scuderia
Size: 62”L X 16”W X 10”H

SIZES
CTN 400lbs – Black / Gold -or- Silver / Scuderia
Size: 42”L X 18”W X 16”H

CTN 800lbs – Black / Gold -or- Silver / Scuderia
Size: 50”L X 22”W X 20”H

CTN 1100lbs – Black / Gold -or- Silver / Scuderia
Size: 50”L X 26”W X 24”H

In addition to having a simpler, faster system, 
these bags have anti-roll shapes that won’t 
flop around in your boat as easily.

Our simple and fast system in a design that fits under 
your seats or on the floor

*suggested placement

*suggested placement

*this is only a suggestion - we encourage you to measure your boat first for compatibility

*suggested placement

*suggested placement

*suggested placement



60O lbs

95O lbs

50O lbs

80O lbs

65O lbs

40O lbs

TELESCOPE

TELESCOPE

TELESC
O

PE

TELESC
O

PE

SIZES
CTN 600lbs - Triangle - Silver / Scuderia
Size: 54”L X 54”W X 12”H

CTN 950lbs - Pickle Fork - Silver / Scuderia
Size: 54” L X 54”W rear / 27”W Front X 12”H

CTN 500lbs - U-Shaped - Silver / Scuderia
Size: 62”L X 48”W X 8”H

SIZES
CTN 400lbs - Silver / Scuderia
Size: 35”W X 35”L X 9”H

CTN 650lbs - Silver / Scuderia
Size: 45”W X 45”L X 9”H

CTN 800lbs - Silver / Scuderia
Size: 45”W X 55”L X 9”H

KEY FEATURES
 + Telescoping chamber with TiZip waterproof zipper
 + 60 gauge heavy duty PVC materials
 + High strength sonic welded seams
 + 1.5” diameter fill port
 + Multiple 1” diameter external drain/vent ports KEY FEATURES

 + Telescoping chamber with TiZip waterproof zipper
 + 60 gauge heavy duty PVC materials
 + High strength sonic welded seams
 + 1.5” diameter fill port
 + Two 1” diameter external drain/vent ports

Weighting the mid portion of your boat is key to 
maintaining the right distribution for a bigger size wake.

Available in triangle, pickle-fork and u-shapes to 
fit most open bow boat options.

*suggested placement

*suggested placement

*suggested placement

*suggested placement

*suggested placement

*suggested placement

*this is only a suggestion - we encourage you to measure your boat first for compatibility

BOW 
BALLAST

FLOOR BALLAST



The direct connection to your 
boat’s existing ballast system. 
Fits most V-drive and bow lockers 
with enough room left over to 
put your Ronix products on top.

TAPERED BALLAST

TRAPEZOID BALLAST

BOW BALLAST

40O lbs

80O lbs

50O lbs

60O lbs

55O lbs

70O lbs

SIZES
CTN 550lbs - Silver / Scuderia
Size: 36”L X 18”W X 18”H

CTN 700lbs - Silver / Scuderia
Size: 40”L X 18”W X 24”H

SIZES
CTN 400lbs - Silver / Scuderia
Size: 42”L X 18”W X 14”H

CTN 800lbs - Silver / Scuderia
Size: 50”L X 22”W X 18”H

KEY FEATURES
 + 60 gauge heavy duty PVC materials
 + High strength sonic welded seams
 + Four 1” diameter external drain/vent ports

KEY FEATURES
 + 60 gauge heavy duty PVC materials
 + High strength sonic welded seams
 + Four 1” diameter external drain/vent ports
 + Now available to use as an external ballast with our 
new 1200GPH pump system

KEY FEATURES
 + 60 gauge heavy duty PVC materials
 + High strength sonic welded seams
 + Multiple 1” diameter external drain/vent ports

*suggested placement

*suggested placement

*suggested placement*suggested placement

*suggested placement

*suggested placement

SIZES
CTN 500lbs - U-Shaped - Silver / Scuderia
Size: 62”L X 48”W X 8”H 

CTN 600lbs - Triangle - Silver / Scuderia
Size: 54”L X 54”W X 12”H

*this is only a suggestion - we encourage you to measure your boat first for compatibility



¾” ELBOW QUICK CONNECT 
HOSE FITTING
This 3/4” elbow quick connector has a easy release 
system on one side that attaches to your Eight.3 
ballast bag adapter.  The other side has a hose barb 
fitting that clamps onto any boat’s 3/4” diameter 
internal Plug & Play pump.
SKU# 167450

Prevent your new pump from being an ornament at the bottom 
of the lake with this new float attached with a carabiner.

The reason why our setup can drain up to 3 times faster than 
any other system.  Can only be used with an Eight.3 Ballast.

Can’t justify the price tag of the fastest 
pump out there?  We now offer a 1200GHP 
ballast system pump.

VALVE PLUG
Eight.3 1” port caps are all made with two sided 
vent slots which helps burp the bag of all extra air 
while filling, without taking off the cap completely, or 
potentially losing it - more water equals more weight. 
These new 1” diameter port cap threads are twice as 
long, for a water tight fit.
SKU# 167500

*1” NPT THREAD - ¾” QUICK 
CONNECT ADAPTORS
A 1” NPT thread adaptor to 3/4” quick connect that 
attaches to all Eight.3 ballast system port valves. This 
adapter attaches securely and water tight to the 
3/4” elbow quick connect hose fittings.
SKU# 167460

**¾” FEMALE NPT THREAD - 
¾” BARB FITTING
Designed for only certain 
boat’s internal Plug & Play pumps.
SKU# 167465

**1” FEMALE NPT THREAD -  
 1” BARB FITTING
Designed for only certain 
boat’s internal Plug & Play pumps.
SKU# 167466

1” NPT THREAD -    
¾” BARB FITTING
The 1” NPT thread will connect to any Eight.3 ballast 
port and clamps straight to your boats ¾” diameter 
Plug & Play hose.
SKU# 167464

1” STRAIGHT QUICK CONNECT 
HOSE FITTING
This 1” straight quick connector has an easy release 
system on one side that attaches to your Eight.3 
ballast bag adapter.  The other side has a hose 
barb fitting that clamps onto any boat’s 1” to 1 1/8” 
diameter internal Plug & Play pump.
SKU# 167420

*1” NPT THREAD - 1” QUICK 
CONNECT ADAPTORS
A 1” NPT thread adaptor to 1” quick connect that 
attaches to all Eight.3 ballast system port valves. 
This adaptor attaches securely and water tight to 
both the 1” straight and 1” elbow quick connect 
hose fittings.
SKU# 167440

EIGHT.3 PLUG & PLAY ADAPTOR KIT 
Every boat is different, be sure to double check the 
Plug & Play plumbing of your boat before purchase.

1” NPT THREAD -    
1” BARB FITTING
The 1” NPT thread will connect to any Eight.3 ballast 
system port and clamps straight to your boats
1”-1 1/8” diameter Plug & Play hose.
SKU# 167463

1” ELBOW QUICK
CONNECT HOSE 
FITTING
This 1” elbow quick connector has an 
easy release system on one side that 
attaches to your Eight.3 ballast bag 
adapter.  The other side has a hose 
barb fitting that clamps onto any boat’s 
1” to 1 1/8” diameter internal Plug & 
Play pump.
SKU# 167430

TELESCOPE
PUMP

PLUG & PLAY
PUMP

PUMP FLOAT

* Designed to be used only Eight.3 ballast systems
** Does not work on Eight.3 ballast systems

NOW WITH AN 
ON/OFF SWITCH!

KEY FEATURES
 + Anti-airlock protection
 + Won’t burn impeller if left on without water
 + Stainless steel impeller shaft
 + Rust and corrosion protection
 + 12V DC cigarette adapter

KEY FEATURES
 + 1200GPH Pump 
 + 12V DC / 5AMP Fuse Power Source
 + 15ft Long Power Cord
 + 10ft long X 1” Dia. fill and drain hose
 + Includes fill/drain adaptor that attaches    to the 
top port of your Eight.3 PNP system

Can only be used on Eight.3 Ballast Systems

SIZES
 + 3700GPH 20AMP Power Adapter 

     *suggested for use on 2009 boats and newer
 + 3000GPH 15AMP Power Adapter

     *suggested for use on 2009 boats and older



1 Gallon Of Water = 8.3 lbs


